A new procedure aiming at disentangling the instrumental profile broadening and the relevant X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) profile shape is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Precise knowledge of X-ray diffraction profile shape is crucial in the investigation of the microstructural properties of polycrystalline materials (Snyder et al., 1999) . A reliable instrumental line-broadening analysis is thus a pre-processing step in most of the whole powder pattern fitting softwares. A new procedure aiming at disentangling the instrumental profile broadening and the intrinsic physical diffraction profile is presented and applied for the first time to XRPD data. The technique consists of three steps: denoising by means of wavelet transforms, background suppression by morphological functions and deblurring by a Lucy-Richardson damped deconvolution algorithm. Real XRPD intensity profiles of ceria samples (Balzar et al., 2004 ) are used to test the performances. Results show the robustness of the method and its capability of efficiently disentangling the instrumental broadening affecting the microstructural information. These features make the whole procedure an interesting and user-friendly tool for the pre-processing of XRPD data.
II. THE METHOD
Four different raw datasets were downloaded 1 in pairs. For each pair, one dataset was collected on the annealed ceria specimen -representing the instrumental broadening -and the other was collected on the broadened sample. The selected pairs are those measured at the University of Birmingham (a high resolution x-ray laboratory) and at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS X3B1).
In order to extract the intrinsic physical profile, each broadened pattern has to be first corrected for the instrumental contribution. Moreover the Poisson distribution function resembles the Gauss one provided a sufficiently large statistics in photons counting.
Our strategy in disentangling the profile broadening out of the experimental sample relies on a three steps procedure which we sketch in the sequel.
A. Denoising
The noise was determined by means of wavelet transforms for the whole XRPD spectrum and subtracted prior to the background suppression. is the discrepancy between two successive images. Image A 2 is, therefore, the sum of image
parameter, the scale a, is related to the level j by a = 2 j . Since the resolution is 1/a then the greater the resolution, the smaller and finer are the details that can be reproduced. Thus the size of the details, at j th level, is proportional to the size of the region where the analysing function (wavelet) of the rescaled variable x/a differs from zero.
Generally speaking, the denoising procedure involves three steps. The basic version of the procedure follows the steps described below.
• Decompose. Choose a wavelet, choose a level N. Compute the wavelet decomposition of the signal s at level N.
• Threshold detail coefficients. For each level from 1 to N, select a threshold and apply soft thresholding to the detail coefficients. As to the thresholding, let t denote the threshold. The hard threshold signal is x if |x| > t, and is 0 if |x| ≤ t. The soft threshold signal is sign(x)(|x| − t) if |x| > t and is 0 if |x| ≤ t. As can be seen the hard procedure creates discontinuities at x = ±t, while the soft procedure does not (see Birgé, L. & Massart, P., 1997). Thus once we take a reference level called J, there are two sorts of details, those associated with indices j ≤ J correspond to the scales a = 2 j ≤ 2 J (the fine details) and the others, corresponding to j > J (the coarser details). Choosing j is crucial to define A's and D's: most of wavelet algorithms use an entropy-based criterion to select the most suitable decomposition of a given signal by quantifying the information to be gained by performing each split.
• Reconstruct Compute wavelet reconstruction using the original approximation coefficients of level N and the modified detail coefficients of levels from 1 to N.
There are different types of wavelet families whose qualities vary according to several criteria. Among them we quote their support: the wavelets having a compact support are used in local analysis. Therefore in our denoising approach we used the Daubechies wavelets family: they are compactly supported wavelets with highest number of vanishing moments for a given support width. We address the reader to Daubechies (1992) for further details.
B. Background suppression
The background was determined by means of morphological transforms for the whole XRPD spectrum and subtracted prior to the deconvolution.
Morphology is a technique of image processing based on shapes. The value of each pixel in the output image is based on a comparison of the corresponding pixel in the input image with its neighbours. By choosing the size and shape of the neighbourhood, you can construct a morphological operation that is sensitive to specific shapes in the input image.
Thus morphological functions are used to perform common image processing tasks, such as contrast enhancement, noise removal, thinning, skeletonization, filling, and segmentation (see Serra, 1994).
In our background suppression procedure the XRPD pattern is reshaped and padded into a two-dimensional image by building the m×n matrix whose elements are taken columnwise from the one-dimensional XRPD data (with m × n ≃ N, being N the length of the XRPD data). Then morphological functions play their role on it; in particular dilation and erosion are used in combination to implement image processing operations. A disk with a radius of three pixels is used as structuring element both for erosion and for dilation. As to the erosion (dilation), pixels beyond the image border are assigned the maximum (minimum) value afforded by the data type.The morphological opening removes small objects from the image while preserving the shape and size of larger objects in the image. The overall result is a peak smearing effect while the background intensity remains unalterated.
Restoring the original one-dimensional pattern provides the XRPD spectrum background. We compared our findings to the traditional interpolation method and we found a satisfactory agreement. Up to our knowledge, this technique has never been applied to XRPD spectrum background suppression and it provides a reliable and user independent estimate of it.
C. Deblurring
The XRPD pattern plugged in the deblurring algorithm is noise-background free since it has been already pre-processed by the wavelets filter + morphological background suppressor.
As to the deblurring procedure we implement the damped Lucy-Richardson algorithm. This function performs multiple iterations, using optimization techniques and Poisson statistics.
In our approach the PSF is the raw dataset downloaded for the ceria sample -the instru- 
III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The whole procedure described above has been carried out by using few routines of Matlab and toolboxes implemented therein. In Figure 1 the results of the denoising/background suppression procedure described above are shown for the ceria XRPD pattern collected at Birmingham. Since the two different raw datasets for the ceria sample overlap on a reduced support, we focused our analysis on the first five peaks: extending the whole procedure 7 described above to a more realistic XRPD pattern is straightforward. The dataset pair collected at NSLS X3B1, treated with the present procedure, is analyzed within the paper submitted to Phys. Rev. B (2005). The final result is an XRPD pattern with narrower peaks in the same positions of the original ones. The integrated intensity remains constant during the whole procedure while the FWHM (full width at half maximum) for each peak is significantly reduced, as clearly reported in Table 1 .
It is worth noting that once the deblurred, noise-background free XRPD spectrum is convoluted back to the PSF and added to the noise+background signal singled out at the beginning of the procedure, the XRPD pattern resembles the original one with satisfactory agreement, as clearly reported on the bottom in Figure 1 (R w = 0.03). 
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